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Heat and style for indoor spaces
AKVAir Smart is an effective indoor
accumulator tank that can be installed
in low-rise properties. It does not require
a separate technical space and can be
located, for example, in a home utility room.
Its dimensioning conforms to European
standards.
AKVAir Smart is stylishly classic,
functioning unnoticed and quietly as the
heart of an efficient hot water system.
Energy for the tank is brought from the sun, a
boiler if required, or other heat source.

AKVAir Smart is well suited for use with
many different kinds of heating systems.
Particularly when combined with a heat
pump or solar energy and conventional
heat sources, AKVAir Smart achieves an
extremely high utilisation efficiency. In
colder weather the sun can also bring
energy to the tank that can be utilised as
preheating for conventional heat sources.
At the same this saves fuel and enables
sufficient heat to be provided evenly during
all seasons.

Connection of air/water heat pump.
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Energy transfer to the accumulator tank through
the hot gas coil.
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Akvaterm is the leading European manufacturer of
accumulator and cold water tanks. The accumulator
tanks, cold water and special tanks developed by the
company are the quality leaders in Northern Europe
as well as internationally. Solutions for large- and
small-scale projects, as well as new construction and
renovations, can be found from Akvaterm’s extensive
range of models. Akvaterm accumulator tanks are
compatible with all established heating systems and
they can generate heat for the heating system as well
as hot domestic water simultaneously.
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